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Abstract 
Coupled-Context-Free Grammars are a natural generalization of context-free grammars ob- 
tained by combining nonterminals to parentheses which can only be substituted simultaneously. 
Refering to the generative capacity of the grammars we obtain an infinite hierarchy of languages 
that comprises the context-free languages as the first and all the languages generated by Tree Ad- 
joining Grammars (TAGS) as the second element. The latter is important because today, TAGS 
are commonly used to model the syntax of natural languages. Here, we present an approach 
to analyse all language classes of the hierarchy uniformly. The distinct generative capacity of 
the subclasses is reflected in the time complexity of the algorithm which grows by the factor 
of the squared input length from one subclass to the next powe&l one. For all our grammars, 
this complexity is only linear in its size which is dominating in case of the large grammars for 
natural languages, where the sentences are usually short. In addition, we show how to generate 
the normal form required by our algorithm and discuss subclasses which can be analysed faster 
than the general case. 
1. Introduction 
In order to process natural languages, the first problem to be solved is to model 
the syntax formally. Many investigations, as for example [l 11, show that this cannot 
be done by context-free grammars. For context-sensitive grammars which are powerful 
enough it is known that they are PSPACE-complete. Thus, there is a trade-off between 
the power of the formalism and its analysis complexity. To solve this dilemma, much 
work has been done to characterize language classes completely in between context-free 
and context-sensitive languages being powerful enough to model the syntax of natural 
languages but endowed with a polynomial time analysis. Coupled-Context-Free Gram- 
mars represent such a formalism generalizing context-free grammars. Their suitability 
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to model syntactical phenomena follows from the fact that they include the languages 
generated by the Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGS) of [14] as a subclass. The lin- 
guistic significance of TAGS is well explored (cf. e.g. [ 1, 13, 16, 17,211. Among other 
properties, both formalisms are able to model the linguistic phenomenon of cross-serial 
dependencies, which is not context-free but frequently appears in natural anguages (cf. 
[2,241). 
The formalism of Coupled-Context-Free Grammars has been introduced in [7,9], and 
further investigated in [ 19,201. It belongs to the family of regulated string rewriting 
systems investigated in [5]. The increased generative capacity compared to context- 
free grammars is obtained by allowing to rewrite a certain number of elements i- 
multaneously. Other regulated string rewriting systems as, e.g., the Scattered Context 
Grammars of [6] generalize context-free grammars by allowing simultaneous rewrit- 
ing of arbitrary combinations of elements. In [5], it is shown that this results in 
languages which are not semilinear. But semilinearity is important since it formal- 
izes the “constant-growth property” of natural languages. In contrast to these for- 
malisms, all languages defined by Coupled-Context-Free Grammars are semilinear be- 
cause of two restrictions on the rewriting steps. First, only those elements which were 
produced by the same rewriting step can be rewritten simultaneously. Second, the 
Coupled-Context-Free Grammars consider elements rewritten simultaneously as com- 
ponents of a parenthesis. Those can only be substituted if they form a parenthesis 
and they can only be substituted by sequences of parentheses which are correctly 
nested. 
When characterizing Coupled-Context-Free Grammars by the maximal number of 
elements rewritten simultaneously - which we call the rank of the grammar - we 
get an infinite hierarchy. The generative capacity of Coupled-Context-Free Grammars 
grows with the rank. This permits to extend the context-free languages by contin- 
uously growing semilinear language classes. The smallest element of the hierarchy 
- the one of rank 1 - is represented by the context-free grammars. The next ele- 
ment, namely Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of rank 2, generates the same class 
of languages as the Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGS) of [15] and [14]. Hence, all 
notions and algorithms designed for Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of rank 2 can 
easily be translated onto TAGS using the construction of the correspondence proof 
in [7]. 
Since Coupled-Context-Free Grammars are a natural generalization of context-free 
grammars, all efficient context-free parsing procedures represent possible starting points 
to develop an analysing algorithm for them. Here, the algorithm of Younger is one 
of the most attractive candidates because of its elegance. To use it, we need at first 
an appropriate generalization of the Chomsky normal form used by this algorithm. 
In [25], this approach was used to present he first polynomial time algorithm for the 
analysis of TAGS and therefore of Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of rank 2, too. 
The way via a generalization of this context-free algorithm was also used in [lo] in 
order to develop an algorithm analysing TAGS. In contrast o the procedure in [25], 
the algorithm presented there is devided into an only context-free analysis and a 
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TAG-specific part. This partition also applies to the algorithm presented here. None of 
both algorithms for TAGS has been proven to be faster than 0(n6), where n denotes 
the length of the input. In contrast to the two results just mentioned, we generalize 
the normal form as well as the algorithm for Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of ar- 
bitrary rank. Altogether, this is actually the first algorithm dealing with the analysis 
of grammars of arbitrary rank. The time complexity of the algorithm presented here 
amounts to O(]PI . n3’), where (PI denotes the number of rewriting rules, n the length 
of the input, and I the rank of the grammar. For 1 = 2, this is asymptotically as fast 
as the algorithms for TAGS are. For 1 > 2, this time bound can still be improved to 
O(lPI . r~~[+~) by constructing a more restrictive normal form which nevertheless exists 
for all grammars of rank I > 2. Thus, when processing a parenthesis of rank 1 > 2, 
the first two “partial parentheses” cost the factor n3, while all the others only cost n2. 
The necessary construction only increases the size of the grammar by the factor 1. 
When analysing natural languages one often has to deal with rather short sentences 
while the underlying grammar is of an enormous size. Therefore, the time complexity’s 
dependency on the size of the grammar is important. Even for large ranks, here, the 
time complexity depends only linearly on the size of the grammar. In contrast to 
our algorithm, the time complexity of all parsing procedures for TAGS and Coupled- 
Context-Free Grammars of rank 2, respectively, known so far including the Earley- 
based ones in [22] and in [7], respectively, depends at least quadratically on the size 
of the grammar. 
In addition, we characterize subclasses of all Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of 
some fixed rank 12 2 with a reduced analysis complexity. This is in contrast to the 
context-tree case where the algorithm of Younger always needs the worst-case com- 
plexity. This fact is usually used as an argument not to use this algorithm for any 
generalization. In particular, this adaptive behaviour is a consequence of our new sec- 
ond step specifically designed for Coupled-Context-Free Grammars, which obviously 
reflects special properties of the grammar, e.g., a limited direct ambiguity of its pro- 
ductions. 
The paper starts with the definition of Coupled-Context-Free Grammars. Then, the 
normal form and the algorithm for context-free grammars are shortly recalled. Here, 
the algorithm of Younger is slightly modified such that it determines graphs instead 
of matrices. The generalized procedure is essentially based on this graph. To be able 
to construct it for Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of any rank, the normal form of 
Chomsky is first generalized. The aptitude of our generalization for constructing an ef- 
ficient algorithm follows from the parsing procedure itself and its complexity. To ease 
the understanding, we first present the generalized procedure for Coupled-Context-Free 
Grammars of rank 2. Subsequently, we prove by construction that our generalized 
Chomsky normal form can be generated for any Coupled-Context-Free Grammar. Fi- 
nally, some subclasses of the whole hierarchy of languages are discussed which can 
be parsed faster than the general case. From here, the improvement of the general 
complexity follows. 
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2. Coupled-Context-Free Grammars 
In this section, we present the formalism of Coupled-Context-Free Grammars in 
detail. They generalize the idea of a “coupled” substitution in [12] and were first 
presented in [8]. An extensive characterization f Coupled-Context-Free Grammars can 
be found in [7] and [9]. 
The Coupled-Context-Free Grammars are defined over the extended semi-Dyck sets 
which are a generalization of semi-Dyck sets. Elements of these sets can be regarded 
as sequences of parentheses that are correctly nested. Semi-Dyck sets play an important 
role in the theory of formal languages. Chomsky and Schiitzenberger [4] show that they 
are generators of context-free languages. In order to extend the family of context-free 
languages by using semi-Dyck sets we consider parentheses of arbitrary finite order 
defined as follows: 
Definition 1 (P~red~eses set). A finite set X := {(&I,. . . ,ki,,,) 1 i,mi E N} is a 
parentheses set if and only if it satisfies 
k,j # h,m for i # 1 or j # m. 
The elements of X are called parentheses. All parentheses of a fixed length r> 1 are 
contained in 
x[rl := {(ki,l,. . * p&m,) 1 (ki,l, . . ..ki.,,) E X,mi = r} 
where X[O] := {E}. ( E is the empty word.) The set of all components of parentheses 
in X is denoted by 
Comp(.X) I= {ki,j 1 (k,,l,...,ki,j,...,ki,,,) E X}. 
Straightforward from this, we get the generalization of the usual semi-Dyck sets as 
follows. 
Definition 2 (Extended semi-Dyck set). Let 3’ be a parentheses set and T an arbi- 
trary set fulfilling T rl camp(X) = T fl X = 0. ED(X, T), the extended semi-Dyck 
set over ~6 and T, is a proper subset of (camp(X) U T)* inductively defined by 
(El) T* CED(X, T). 
(E2) .x[ l] G ED(A’-, T). 
(E3) UI,..., ur EED(X, T),(kl,. . . ,k,+l) E A’-[r + 11 ==+ 
ktut . . . k,u,k,+l E ED(X, T). 
(E4) u, u E ED(X, T) ==+ u. u E ED(X-, T). 
(E5) ED(X, T) is the smallest set fulfilling the conditions (El)-(E4). 
Now, we define a procedure to generate new elements in ED(X, T) starting from 
given ones. 
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Definition 3 (Parenthesis Rewriting System). A Parenthesis Rewriting System over 
ED(X, T) is a finite, nonempty set P of productions of the form 
{(ki,. . . ,k,) -+ (Ml,. . .) a,) 1 (kl,. . . ,k,) E x, cc1 . . . a, E ED(X, T)}. 
The right-hand side of p for p := (Xl,. . .,X,) -+ (ml,.. . ,a,) E P is denoted by 
rhs(p) := (al,...,a,). 
Now, we are able to define our grammars. The term “coupled” denotes the fact that 
here, a certain number of context-free rewritings is executed in parallel and controlled 
by the definition of X. 
Definition 4 (Coupled-Context-Free Grammar). A Coupled-Context-Free Grammar 
over ED(X, T) is an ordered 4-tuple G = (X, T, P, S) where P is a Parenthesis Rewrit- 
ing System over ED(X, T) and S E X[l]. Therefore, X can be regarded as a set of 
coupled nonterminals. The set of all these grammars is denoted by CCFG. 
At last, we still need an appropriate definition of derivation in CCFG. Let G = 
(X’, T, P, S) E CCFG and V := camp(X) U T. We define the relation +G as a subset 
of V* x V* consisting of all derivation steps of rank r for G with r 2 1. cp +G $ 
holds for cp, II/ E V* if and only if 
there exist u~,u,+~ E V*, 242 ,..., u~EED(X,T), (k ,,..., k,)+(a l,..., cc,)EP 
such that cp = ui kl u2k2 . . . u,kq,+l and tj = U~CQU~CQ~ .. urcxru,+l .
&-G denotes the reflexive, transitive closure of +G. Obviously, for the above cp and $, 
Ul . u,+l E ED(X, T) follows from S &o cp since the result of the substitution is 
a sequence of parentheses correctly nested if and only if the original word was. A 
sequence ~1,. . . , cpn with Cpi +G Cpi+i for all 1 <i < n and cpi = cp, (Pi = $ is called 
a derivation of I+!J from cp in G. The language generated by G is 
L(G) := {w E T’ 1 s&-G w}. 
Notation 1. Letcr,:=al.....cc,and~p:=(al,...,CI,)foranyfixedp:=(X~,...,X,)~ 
(El,... ,c+) E P. If we need to denote precisely the nonterminals appearing in rhs(p), 
this is done by the jth nonterminal occuring from the left on in (al,. , . , c+), a1 . . . cc, E 
ED(X, T), r > 1, which is defined as 
(Yl,..., Y,) E X if a,=yiA(‘$ . ..&-‘)y.Yry.+i while A ’ 
NTj(6,):= 
for some (Xi ,...,X) E .$ and y. # y.iB:: 
=X1 
f 
for all B = Zi , (Zi ,...,Z,) E X’ and l’>i&, 
E else. 
In order to be able to describe the generative capacity of Coupled-Context-Free 
Grammars of different ranks exactly, we need the following notions: 
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Definition 5 (Rank, CCFG(I)). For any G = (Xx, T,P,S) E CCFG, let the rank of G 
be defined as rank(G) := max{r 1 (kl,..., kr) E .X}. Then, we define for all I > 1 
CCFG(1) := {G E CCFG ( rank(G)<Z}. 
Example 1. G := ({S,(XI,XZ)}, {a,b,c,d},P,S) is in CCFG(2) and generates the lan- 
guage {a”b”c”d” 1 naO}, if we define P := {S + aX,bc&f,(X1,&) -+ (uX~b,c&f) 1 
(5 &)I, e.g. 
S +G aX1bcX2d +G aaXlbbcc&dd +G aaaX,bbbcccXzddd Jo aaabbbcccddd. 
In general, G := ({S,(Xi,&,. . .,X>}, {al,u2,. . . , azi}, P, S) is in CCFG(i), if we define 
P :={S + a&la2a3&a4.. . U2i-~&Zzi, (Xl,&, . . . ,Xj) +(U&iaz, a3&a4,. . . , ~2i-lxiQ2i)l 
(GE,..., E)}. This one generates the language {uyag .. . uli_lu$ ( na0). 
Example 2. The language {WV 1 w E {a, b}*} modelling cross-serial dependencies is 
generated by the grammar G := ({S,(Xi,&)},{u, b},P,S) E CCFG(2), if we define 
P := {S --$Xl&(X~,&) --t (d1,ax2) I (b-G,&) I (GE)). 
The following theorem proven in [7] shows that CCFG builds up an infinite hierar- 
chy of languages and, at the same time, represents a proper extension of context-free 
grammars not exceeding the power of context-sensitive grammars. 
Theorem 1 (Hierarchy). Let CFL be the family of all context-free, CSL the family 
of all context-sensitive languages, TAL the family of languages generated by TAGS 
and CCFL(1) the one generated by CCFG(l). It hoI&: 
(1) CFL = CCFL( 1 ), TAL = CCFL(2). 
(2) CCFL(Z) s CCFL(I+ 1) for all 121. 
(3) CCFL(1) s CSL for all Ia 1. 
Sometimes, it is useful to “neglect” the relations between the components of a paren- 
thesis defined by G = (X, T, P, S) E CCFG. Then, we investigate the grammar G’ := 
(comp(,X), T, P’,S) for 
p’ := U {ki --+ tli I 1 <i<r}. 
(kl ,.I., &-(a1 ,..., a,EP 
Since G’ is certainly a context-free grammar, we denote G’ (resp. P’) by CF(G) (resp. 
CF(P)) in the sequel. Obviously, G’ satisfies L(G) c L(G’). 
3. The context-free case 
To be able to generalize the Chomsky normal form and the algorithm of Younger 
consistently, we shortly recall the context-free steps. The section finishes by presenting 
the modification of the original algorithm which renders it producing a graph instead 
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of a matrix. This graph represents all possible derivation trees for the input in an 
overlapped manner. 
3.1. The normal form of Chomsky 
Definition 6 (Chomsky Normal Form [3]). A context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, S) 
is in Chomsky normal form if and only if it fulfills the conditions (1) and (2) given as 
(~)EEL(G) ==+ S-+cEPandP\{S--+a}C_Nx((N\{S})2UT). 
(2)a$L(G) ==+ PCNx(N2UT). 
Based on this definition. it holds 
Theorem 2 (Chomsky [3]). For any context-free grammar G=(N, T,P,S), there ex- 
ists a context-free grammar G’ = (N’, T, P’,S) in Chomsky normal form fuljdling 
L(G) = L( G’). 
Let Pmax be the maximal ength of rhs(p) for any p E P. Given G, the grammar G’ 
can be determined in time O(p,,,.IPJeINI) extending the size of P’ to O(p,,,.(PI.jNI). 
In [26], this normal form is used to develop the efficient parsing procedure for context- 
free grammars described below. 
3.2. The original Younger algorithm 
Its input is a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, S) in Chomsky normal form and 
some w E T* , n := (WI. To analyse w, the n x n-matrix SY = (yi,i) is determined such 
that yi,j consists of subsets of N fulfilling 
X E Yi,j _ X SG Wi. . . Wi+j_l. 
We get a triangular matrix since for i +j - 1 > n, the entries yij consist of the empty 
set. Obviously, it holds w E L(G) _ S E y I,n. This procedure can be formulated 
as the following algorithm: 
procedure Younger( G = (N, T, P, S), w) 
begin 
for i:=l to n do yi,l:={XJX+wiEP}od; 
for j:=2 to n do 
for i:=l to n-j+1 do 
_Yi,j := 0; 
for k:=l to j-l do 
(*) yi,j := yi,j U {X I 3 E yi,k 3B E yi+k,j-_k: X + AB E P) 
od; 
od; 
od; 
end; 
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Fig. 1. Context-free graph substructure. Fig. 2. New graph substructures. 
If we realize the sets JQ as one-dimensional boolean arrays of length INI, 
step (*) only costs 0( IPI) steps for any fixed i, j, and k. Thus, the total com- 
plexity of the algorithm is dominated by the three for-loops and amounts to 
O( JPJ . n3). 
3.3. The Derivation Graph 
To be able to perform the coupled analysis efficiently, we modify the algorithm such 
that it determines a graph storing all possible derivation trees for the input instead of 
the matrix +Y. At first, we produce a “nonterminal” node marked by [X, i, j] for any 
X E yij. Then, we could insert directed edges ([X, i, j], [A, i, k]) and ([X, i, j], [B, i + 
k, j - k]) for any k < j and X -+ AB E P, if A E yih and B E )'i+k,j_k holds. 
But thus, it is not obvious which pair of edges realizes one fixed production. There- 
fore, the edges are constructed via a “production” node for p = X --) AB E P 
and all suitable k as shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, the whole graph consists of 
a superposition of such substructures. This construction can be formalized as 
follows. 
Definition 7 (Derivation Graph). Let G = (N, T, P, S) a context-free grammar. For any 
w E T*, n := 1~1, the directed Derivation Graph of w in G, is defined as Graph(G,w) 
= ( VGraph(G,w)y EGraph(G,w)). Here, the node set is defined as 
VGraph(G,w) :=NNljPNljlY. 
consisting of the set of all nonterminal nodes 
NN:={[X,i,j] I l,<i,j<n,i+j-l<n,X&w;...w;+j_~}, 
the set of all expanding production nodes 
PN := {[p,i,k,j] ( p =X -+ABEP, l,<i,j,k<n,i+j-l<n, 
k < j, A $G Wi . . . Wi+k-I, BAG Wi+k..*Wi+j-I}, 
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and the set of all terminating production nodes TN := {[p, i] 1 X ---) wi E P}. At 
the same time, it holds 
EGraph(G,w) := IJ {<LX i, 11, bil)) 
b,iIE~, 
p=x+w, 
U U {([X,~,jl,[p,i,~,~l),([p,i,~,~l,[~,~,~l), 
~.~G~~$Y ([p, i, k,j], [II, i + k, j - k])}. 
For any G = (N,T,P,S) and w E T’, Graph(G, w) can be constructed using at most 
O(lPI . n3) operations by slightly modifying the original Younger algorithm. Obvi- 
ously, this does not influence its correctness and complexity. It holds w E L(G) _ 
[Sy 1, nl E vGraph(G,w). 
4. The normal form for G E CCFG(Z), I2 1 
The condition P 5 N x N2 in the definition of the Chomsky normal form combines 
the demands that 
1. the productions must be as short as possible to be analysed efficiently, and that 
2. the right-hand sides of the productions have to be at least of length 2 if the normal 
form shall guarantee that all derivation trees for w are at most of height Iw]. Rules as 
X -+ Y where X, Y E N would destroy this property. 
In order to keep this intuition when generalizing this normal form, we have to ask 
what could prevent derivation trees for w E T* relative to some Coupled-Context-Free 
Grammar G = (,X, T, P, S) from being heigher than Jw]. In any case, the prohibition 
of partial productions producing E and the prohibition of productions (Xi,. . . ,X,) -+ 
(Yl,..., Y,) where (Yi,... , Yr) E .X[r] are certainly necessary. To allow an efficient 
analysis, we additionally need that any element of CF(P) does not produce more than 
two nonterminal components. It can be shown that these conditions suffice (cf.[18]). 
Thus, we get 
Definition 8 (Generalized Chomsky normal form). A grammar G = (,X, T, P,S) E 
CCFG is in generalized Chomsky normal form if and only if it fulfills the condi- 
tions (1) and (2) given as 
(1) E E L(G) * S -+ E E P and p E P + S # NTj(rhs(p))Vj. 
(2) (X~,...,X,)--,(~~,...,~~,)EP\{S--+E} + for all l<i<r holds: 
(a) 1 <(Mi\ <2. 
(b) (al,. . . , a,) $f X[rl. 
(C) Iail = 2 * cli E (comp(,X))2. 
For 1 = 1, this equals the definition of [3]. In Section 6, it is shown that this normal 
form can be constructed for any G E CCFG. Now, we present how to exploit the 
generalized normal form to construct an efficient parsing procedure for CCFG. 
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5. The Algorithm 
The complete analysis consists of two steps. At first, the context-free graph cor- 
responding to the Coupled-Context-Free Grammar is constructed. The definition of 
the generalized normal form possibly causes cycles in this graph not existing in the 
context-free case because we allow partial productions Xi --) q for (Xi,. . . Jr) + 
(@l,..., a,) E P if (al,..., a,) 6 ,X[r] holds. The second step of the procedure recur- 
sively traverses the graph controlled by the parentheses structures as defined by the 
grammar. Therefore, the cycles are always traversed coupled to noncyclic structures. 
This prevents the algorithm from running into an infinite loop. 
5.1. The modijied Derivation Graph 
Let G = (,X, T, P, S) E CCFG be in generalized Chomsky normal form and w E T*. 
In principle, Graph(CF(G), w) is constructed as before. Only productions X + Y E 
CF(P) have to be treated with a special procedure. As to the procedure Younger, it 
suffices to insert the line 
yi,j I= yi,j U {X 1 34 E yi,j such that X G~F(P) A}; 
directly after the for-loop surrounding step (*). This corresponds to a compression of 
all productions X -+ Y as transitive closure. For any A E camp(x), the set of all the 
elements of comp(.X) reaching A via the relation sc~(o) is defined by CF(G). Thus, 
for any subset of comp(,X), the relevant set can be predetermined once for all inputs. 
This does not influence the costs of the analysis. 
Instead of these sets, we can also predetermine the subgraphs equivalent. For all 
X E comp(,X), they are defined as help(X) := (VhT(X) U VL$(X),&lp(X)), 
where 
Yf$<X> :={A E comp(W I A &F(G) X}, 
~~‘<X> := {P I P E WP),rhs(p) E $$(X>}, 
&ljw:= {WP),(P,W I 4B E yg, ~=A+BECF(P)}. 
Here, the indices i and j of the nodes have to remain unset as long as they are unde- 
fined for the corresponding nonterminal but we know that they all are identical inside 
a subgraph. The insertion of a subgraph consists in filling the indices in the nodes and 
in identifying identical nodes appearing in the inserted as well as in the original graph. 
Its realization inserted at the same place as before is: 
NN := NN U {[A, i,j] ) A E V:;(X) for [X, i,j] E NN}; 
PN := PN U {[p, i,O,j] ( p E V&(X) for [X,&j] E NN}; 
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[X -+ b, 11 [X,sx,1,2,5] [x-+xB,1,1>21 [X-+A7?,3,1,3] 
[i? -+ b, 41 [x-t b,5] 
Fig. 3. The derivation graph resulting from Example 3. 
EGraph(CF(G),w) := 
EGraph(CF(G),w) u {([A~i~.d, b, iy o>_d) 
u {UP, i, OLil, P, km 
The procedure now resulting from the procedure Younger is called modi$ed_Youn- 
ger_Graph. As in the context-free case, the graph stores all derivation trees for w 
relative to U(G). It remains to show how to single out all those trees which are also 
correct in the sense of the coupling. 
Example 3. Let G = (X, T, P, S) E CCFG(2) be defined via 
P := {S-$X??, 
(ZO -+ (x,fl) I VW=) I (b,b), 
(B,B) + (b,b),A ---f u}. 
Obviously, G is in generalized Chomsky normal form. We use G to explain the steps of 
the algorithm. At first, Fig. 3 shows the graph generated by modified-Younger-Graph 
(CF(G), w) where w := bbabb. To simplify the situation, we omit all nodes in the fig- 
ure which cannot be reached from [S, 1,5]. Anyway, they are never used in a derivation 
S &j,(o) bbabb. 
5.2. G E CCFG(2) 
Let Graph(CF(G), w) for G = (,X, T, P,S) E CCFG(2) in generalized Chomsky 
normal form and w E T”, n := 1~1, be determined. The idea of the second step 
consists in traversing the derivation graph in a depth-first manner. We start at [S, 1, n]. 
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All edges starting here are investigated in turn by asking “Zs there any derivation tree 
for wl . . . w,, below this edge which is correct relative to the coupling?“. This is done 
as long as no edge answers with “There is.“, respectively true, or as all edges were 
investigated resulting in a negative answer. In the first case, [S, 1, n] is marked by true 
denoting that S $ wi . . . w, holds, otherwise by false expressing the contrary. 
In the sequel, we discuss some important cases concerning the transmission of infor- 
mation about the coupling inside the sub-derivation trees. We distinguish the inquiries 
following the number of nodes inquired in parallel. Thus, unary inquiries investigate 
nodes [X, i,j] where X E .X[ l] holds while two-ary ones look at pairs of nodes [X, i,j], 
[Y, I, r] for (X, Y) E X[2]. Terminating productions are ignored since their handling is 
obvious. 
The whole graph consists of substructures as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Unary inquiries 
only investigate structures of the first kind since productions X + Y where X, Y E X[ l] 
are forbidden. Let US look at Fig. 1. The answer of the question “X =$o wi . . . wi+j_l?” 
denoting the unary inquiry for [X,i,j] and determining the mark at the node [X,&j] is 
the logical or of all answers given by edges starting at [X,&j]. Therefore, we explain 
the procedure for production nodes reached by those edges. It is iterated for all those 
[p, i,lc,j] as often as there remains an edge disregarded while the answer of all the 
others is false. 
If A, B E X[ l] holds, the question “X 5 Wi . . . W,+j-I?” is forwarded via [p, i, k,j] in 
the form of the questions “A & wi . . . Wi+k_l?” and “B & wi+k . . . Wi+j- I?,‘. When they 
both were recursively investigated, the nodes [A, i, k] and [B, i + k,j - k] are marked 
by the answer. The answer for [X,i,j] via the node [p,i,k,j] is the logical and of 
these marks. This corresponds to the fact that if there is a derivation tree relative to G 
from A to Wi . . . Wi+k__l and from B t0 wi+k . . . wi+j- 1, there is a derivation tree from 
X t0 Wi . . . wi+j_l because we have X + AB E P. 
If (A, B) E X[2] holds, the nodes [A, i,k] and [B, i + k,j - k] have to be treated 
in mutual dependence. Therefrom, the first two-ary inquiries arise. Thus, let the al- 
gorithm have to decide for any pair of nodes [Xi, i,j] and [Xz,Z,r], i + j< I and 
(Xi,&) E 3321, whether it holds Xi& &o Wi . . . Wi+j-lw/ . . . WI+,-1. Again, the edges 
starting at these nodes are investigated in turn. Now, we always have to investigate 
pairs of edges. At first, we have to test whether the two drain nodes [p, i,k,j] and 
[q, Z,s,r] fulfill the property (p,q) E P. If they do, let the situation to investigate 
be as shown in Fig. 4. the inquiry here depends on A,B, C, and D. If, for instance, 
(A, D), (B, C) E %[2] holds, the question “Xi& so wt.. . wi+j-1wl . . . w~+~_I?” is split 
via this edge pair into the questions “AD &G Wi . . . Wi+k-_l wl+s . . w~+~_I? respec- 
tively “BC =$G wi+k . . . Wi+j_l W[ . . . W[fs_l?“. If we have (A, C) E X[2] and B, D E 
X[l], the original question is split into a two-ary inquiry for ([A, i,k], [C, Z,s]) and 
two unary inquiries for [B, i + k,j - k] and [D, I + s,r - s]. The answer for the 
original pair ([Xi, i,j], [X2, I, r]) consists in the logical and of these answers found 
recursively. 
Now, we look at inquiries which investigate substructures as shown in Fig. 2. At 
first, we deal with a two-ary inquiry as shown in Fig. 5. Its splitting results from the 
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Fig. 4. Simple kind of a two-ary inquiry. 
Fig. 5. More difficult kind of a two-ary inquiry. 
Fig. 6. Most difficult two-ary inquiry. 
properties of A,B, and C, too. The new point is that because of the right part, some of 
the cycles are possibly taken into consideration here. Can this cause the algorithm to run 
into an infinite loop? Obviously, the splitting of the inquiry as performed here causes 
a new inquiry for at most one nonterminal node showing the same indices as before. 
In Fig. 5, these are 1 and Y. Thus, we cannot produce an inquiry for ([Xi, i,j], [XV, I, r]) 
again, while it is possible to produce inquiries of the kind ([Xl,& t], [X2,&r]) where 
t < j. 
The last case to investigate is shown in Fig. 6. At first glance, it seems to be a 
problem that no pair of indices is modified when splitting the inquiry. This seems 
to produce cycles inside the algorithm in any case. But because of the definition 
of the normal form, A,B E X[l] holds. It directly follows that no infinite loop is 
possible, since on the one hand, [A, i, j] or [B, 1, Y], respectively, cannot cause a two- 
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ary inquiry of ([Xi, i,j], [X&1, r]) all by itself. On the other hand, they cannot cause 
such an inquiry together since (Xl,&) $! X[2] holds. Thus, our algorithm terminates 
since cycles inside Graph( G, w) are only considered coupled to structures demanding a 
splitting. 
The complete second step of our algorithm consists in the combination of all the 
partial steps just explained to the recursive functions test-1 resp. test2 as given below 
treating unary resp. two-ary inquiries. They become efficient since any node (pair of 
nodes) is marked such that an inquiry of this node (pair of nodes) has to be executed 
only once. If it is inquired a second time, the mark can be used instead of a new 
inquiry of the subtrees. In addition, the mark can be accessed in constant time. To 
simplify the algorithm, we assume 
l that there exists a global matrix K[ INNI, INNI] which is indexed by elements of 
NN. Its entries lie in { - 1, 0, I), where -1 denotes the situation where no inquiry 
has been performed so far. 1 stands for true as result of the inquiry, 0 for false. The 
information about nonterminal nodes marked by X E X[l] is stored in K[[X,i,j], 
LX, Cjll. 
l that for all [X, i,jJ E NN, P([X, i, j]) denotes the list of all production nodes [p, i, k,j] 
directly reached by ([X, i,j], [p, i, k,j]) E E,&@(@+,). The list operations head and 
next are defined as usual. In addition, prod outputs the production belonging to a 
fixed element of the list. 
function test_l( [X, i,j]):boolean 
begin 
ifj= 1 
then /* [x, i,j] E ‘%&ph(CF(o),w) ==+ x -+ W E GF(p) */ 
K[[X, i, j], [X, i, j]] := 1 fi; 
if K[[X, i,j], [X, i,j]] = -1 
then /* it holds j # 1 *k/ 
JXX, Ul, Lx, c/l1 :== 0;
q := head(P([/r, i,j])); 
while q # nil and K[[X,i,j], [X, i,j]] # 1 
do /* let [prod(q), i,k,j] the node under consideration a/ 
case prod(q) of 
X -+ a, @,A) E X[2]: answer := test_2( [A, i, k], [A, i + k, j - k]); 
X --+NlN2, NI,N~ E X[l]: answer:= test_l([N,,i,k]) and 
test_l([A$, i + k,j - k]); 
t?SW; 
K[[X, i,j], [X, i,j]] := answer; 
q := q + next; 
od; 
fk 
ret=(JXK QI, LX, hII); 
end 
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function test_2( [X, i,j], [Y, E, r]):boolean 
begin 
if K[[X,i,j],[Y,I,r]] = -1 
then 
mx LA, K 6 rll := 0; 
p1 := head(P([X, i f)); 
while p1 # nil ad W-X &A. [Y, 4 41 # 1 
do 
p2 := head(P([Y, Z,r])); 
while (prod(p~),prod(p~)) # 3321 and p2 # nil 
do p2 := p2 + next od; 
if p2 # nil 
then /* (prod(p1),prod(p2)) E 3321 holds */ 
I* split the original inquiry following the structure of rhs(p); *I 
I* details can be found below in structure.2 *I 
K[[X,i,j], [Y, Z,r]] := structure_2(pl, ~2); 
fi; 
p1 := p1 + next; 
od; 
fi; 
retuNWX, iA K 1, rll); 
end 
The splitting of the original inquiry into partial inquiries can be done by a case- 
construct. For the sake of shortness, we present only the most important fragments 
of the function structure-2 performing this job. All the omitted other possibilities 
can be treated completely analogous, only the indices of the recursive procedure calls 
change. W.l.o.g., we assume that for j # 1, the production node p1 can be repre- 
sented as p1 = [prod(pl), i,k,j]. The same holds for p2, which is represented as 
p2 = [prod(p2), Z,s, r] if Y # 1 holds. The indices just given are used in the presen- 
tation below. 
function structure_%(pl, ~2) 
hegin 
case @~~4pl),prod(p2)) of 
(x, Y) ---t (AB,BA), (A,A),(B,B) E 3321: 
answer := test_2( [A, i, k], [A, 1 + s, Y - s]) 
and test_2([B, i + k, j - k], [B, I, s]); 
(x, Y) ---f (AZBB), (&J),(O) E X[2]: 
answer := test_2([A, i, k], [A, i + k,j - k]) 
and test_2( [B, 2, s], [B, I + s, r - s]); 
KY) + 64Nl,AN2), (AA) E 37[2], Nl,N2 E XV]: 
mswer := testZ( [A, i, k], [A, I, s]) 
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and test_l([Nl,i + k,j - k]) 
and test_l([Nz, I + s, Y - s]); 
I* all possible combinations of A,z,N, ,Nz on the right hand side 
of the production */ 
(x, Y) --) (ANI,N23, (43 E 3-m Nl,N2 E ml]: 
answer := test_2([A,i,k], [A, 1+ S,T -s]) 
and test_l([N~, i + k,j - k]) 
and test_Z([N2,Z,s]); 
(x, Y) + (NlN2,N3N4), Nl,N2,N3,N4 E %[I]: 
answer:= test_l([A$, i,k]) and test_l([A$,i + k,j - k]) 
and test_Z([Nj, Z,s]) and test_I([N4,1+ s,r - s]); 
(X, Y) -+ (&IN), @,A) E 3321, N E X[l]: 
answer := test_2([A, i,j], [z, Z,s]) and test_l([N, I + s, r - s]); 
I* all possible combinations of A,g, N on the right hand side of the production *I 
(X,Y) + (NA,]), (A,]) E 3321, N E X[l]: 
answer := test_l([N, i, k]) and test_2([A, i + k,j - k], [A, 1, I-]); 
(X Y) + (NlNz,N3), Nl,Nz,N3 E XVI: 
answer:= te.st_Z([N~,i,k]) and test_Z([N2,i + k,j -k]) 
and test_Z([Ns, l,r]); 
(x, Y) + (Nl,NA), Nl,hN3 E WI: 
answer := test_Z([N, i j]) and te.st_l([l\r,, I, s]) 
and test_l[N3, I + s,r - s]); 
K Y) + V&v), (-4x) E 3f-PI: 
answer := tesr_?([A, i j], [2,i + k, j - k]); - - 
(X, Y) + (wi,AA), (A,A) E 3Pl: 
unswer := test_2([A, l s], [I, I + s, r - s]); 
(x, Y) + tNN2,wrh N,N2 c XUI: 
answer := test_Z([Nl, i j]) and test_Z([&,i + k, j - k]); 
(X Y) + (wi,NlN2), NlvN2 E x[l]: 
answer := test_Z([Nl, Z,s]) and test_l([Nz, I + s,r - s]); 
(x, Y) + (Nl,Nz), Nl,Nz E Wll: 
answer := test_I([Nl, i, j]) and test_l([N2,l,r]); 
(x, Y) -+ (N,w), N E X111: 
answer := test_Z([N, i j]); 
(X, Y) + (wi, N), N E X[l]: 
answer := test_Z([N, I r]); 
(X Y) + (Wi, Wl): 
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answer := true; 
esac; 
return(answer); 
end: 
For any G = (x, T, P,S) E CCFG(2) in generalized Chomsky normal form and any 
w E T*, n := jw 1, the complete generalized Younger algorithm is: 
procedure gener&zecl_ Younyer( G, w) 
begin 
m~d~ed_Younger_Gruph(CF(G),w); 
if test_l([S, l,n]) 
then “accept” 
else “reject” 
fi; 
end; 
Example 4 (Example 3 continued). When applying generalized_ Younger onto the gram- 
mar of Example 3, we get the following (cf. Fig. 3 to trace the corresponding paths 
in the graph): 
l At first, we call test-l([,S, 1, n]), Here, P( [S, 1, n]) consists of the elements [S ---t 
XF,l,1,5] and [S+XT,1,2,5]. We go on with [S+X~,1,1,5]. Here, the first 
case applies. Therefore, we have to call test_2([X, 1, 11, [F, 2,4]). 
- Now, P( [X, 1, 11) contains [X + X, 1, 0, l] and [X 4 b, I], 
while P( [X, 2,4]) only contains [r -P m, 2,1,4]. 
Obviously, neither (X,x) -+ (X,m) E P nor (X,x) -+ (b,BX) E P holds. 
Therefore, K[[X, 1, I], [x, 2,411 = 0 holds forever. 
l Since the first derivation tree for bbabb was not correctly coupled, we investigate 
the next one, i.e. we call test_2([X, 1,2], [x,3,3]). 
- Here, LP( [X, 1,2]) contains [X -+ XB, 1, 1,2] and [X --t X, 1, $21, 
while 9( [x, 3,3]) only contains [x + fl, 3,1,3]. 
We have (X,x) -+ (X, Ax) E P. The re ore, f we take the corresponding case in 
structure2 (i.e. (X, I’) + (&NT)) and get; 
answer := test-2 ([A’, 1,2],[x,4,2]) and tesr_l([A,3,1]) 
* test_ 1( [A, 3,1]) obviously answers true. 
r 9([X,l,2]) contains [X+X&l, 1,2] and [X+X,1,0,2], 
P( [X, 4,2]) contains [X -+ Bx, 4,1,1]. 
Here, we have (X,x) +{XB,BX)EP.Th f ere ore, we have to take the first 
case in structure2 (i.e. (X, Y) + (A&m)) and get 
:answer := test_2([X, 1, 11, [??, $11) and te~t_2([/3,2,1],[B,4,1]). 
Since we have (X,x) --3 (b,b) E P and (B,B) + (b, b) E P, we get 
: answer := true. 
Thus, at the end of the process, we found bbabb E L(G). 
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The algorithm presented solves the word problem by extracting one possible deriva- 
tion tree for W. If we want to get all of them, the iteration over all production 
nodes reached by a certain nonterminal node has to be performed always for all 
possibilities. Obviously, this does not affect the worst-case complexity of the 
algorithm. 
The complexity 
During any analysis, the processing of nonterminal nodes for an inquiry consists in 
investigating all combinations of production nodes reachable via them. Therefore, the 
time complexity of the algorithm is proportional to the maximal number of production 
nodes (pairs of production nodes) visited in Graph(CF(G), w). Any inquiry concerning 
a production node can only be initiated via the uniquely determined incoming edge. 
Thus, any production node (pair of production nodes) is only inquired twice if the 
nonterminal node (pair of nonterminal nodes) attached is inquired twice. But since we 
mark it by the result of its first inquiry, each further inquiry can use the entry in K. 
Therefore, each production node (pair of production nodes) in Graph(CF(G), w) is 
itself inquired only once during an analysis. 
The handling of production nodes costs a constant amount of operations to test 
the structure of the right-hand side of the production and to call test-l resp. test-2 
recursively. If we can find the answer in K, such a recursive call only costs a constant 
amount of time. Hence, all the other recursive calls cost proportional to the number 
of production nodes (pairs of production nodes) investigated furthermore. Since all of 
them are inquired at most once, the total complexity of the algorithm is proportional to 
the maximal number of pairs of production nodes in Graph(CF(G), w). This amounts 
to O(((PNI + ]nV1)2). Thus, we can show 
Theorem 3. Let G = (X, T, P,S) E CCFG(2) in generalized Chomsky normal form 
and w E T’, n := [WI. The procedure generalized_ Younger analyses w relative to G 
in time O(lPI . n6). 
Proof. In Graph(CF(G), w), there are 0( JCF(P)I . n3) production nodes. Actually, this 
would result in a complexity of O(ICF(P)12 + n6). But since it is possible to have only 
short inputs to be analysed relative to large grammars, it is worthwhile reducing the 
factor ICF(P)12. This can be done as follows: 
1. When constructing the graph, we sort the edges starting at a fixed nonterminal 
node following the production in the node reached. At the same time, an array of 
length IPI is attached to each nonterminal node. All elements of P are enumerated by 
a bijective function v : P --) [ 1, IPI] such that the array can be directly addressed by 
productions. For any [X, i,j] E NN, the entry at position v (X -+ a), X + CI E CF(P), 
is a pointer to the first edge ([X, i,j], [X + cr,i,k,j]). Here, IP( instead of (CF(P)I 
enties suffice because for any X E camp(X), we know whether X is a first or a 
second component of a coupled nonterminal. 
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Obviously, these preparations can be performed during the construction of the graph 
without affecting the dimension of the complexity. 
2. When traversing this modified derivation graph, for any [pi, i,k,j], we can find 
the first appropriate [pz, l,s, r] within a constant amount of time by using the pointer 
in the entry v(p). The last appropriate one was visited when we encounter the first not 
appropriate one. Thus, we investigate only those partial productions in a coupled way 
which are really coupled. 0 
5.3. G E CCFG(Z), 1 > 1 
Gruph(CF(G), W) is again traversed starting at [S, 1, n]. The difference consists in 
the fact that now, each inquiry has to investigate r-tuples, 1 <r < 1. Each such r- 
tuple corresponds to a nonterminal (Xl , . . .,X,) E X[r] and the inquiry tests whether 
the components and the subtrees rooted by these components are correctly coupled. 
To model the 1 different kinds of possible inquiries, we have to deal with 1 distinct 
functions modeling one of the unary up to the I-ary inquiry. In addition, the array K has 
to be I-dimensional. Since the more complex case-construct whose size only depends 
on I, not on Jw], can be implemented such that the additional code costs only a 
constant overhead, it is considered to be constant as to the time complexity. Thus, we 
can show 
Theorem 4. Let G = (A”, T, P, S) E CCFG(l), I 2 1, in generalized Chomsky normal 
form and w E T*, n := Iwj. The procedure generalized-Younger analyses w relative 
to G within O(lPj . n31) operations. 
Proof. The procedure is analogous to the case 1 = 2. In addition, we still have at most 
O(ICF(P)j.n3) production nodes here, which also dominates the number of nonterminal 
nodes. 
During any analysis, the processing of a tuple of nonterminal nodes for an in- 
quiry consists in investigating all combinations of production nodes reachable via them. 
Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is proportional to the maximal number 
of tuples of production nodes visited in Graph(CF(G), w). Any inquiry concerning 
a single production node can only be initiated via the uniquely determined incom- 
ing edge. Thus, any tuple of production nodes is only inquired twice if the tuple of 
nonterminal nodes attached is inquired twice. But since we mark it by the result of 
its first inquiry, each further inquiry can use the entry in K. Therefore, each fixed 
tuple of production nodes in Gruph(CF(G), ) w is itself inquired only once during an 
analysis. 
The handling of an inquiry costs a constant amount of operations to test the struc- 
ture of the right-hand side of the production and to call the test-functions recursively. 
If we can find the answer in K, such a recursive call only costs a constant amount 
of time. Hence, all the other recursive calls cost proportional to the number of tu- 
ples of production nodes investigated furthermore. Since all of them are inquired 
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at most once, the total complexity of the algorithm is proportional to the maximal 
number of different uples of production nodes in Gruph(CF(G), w). This amounts to 
O((Pw + Irw’). 
In general, at most 0( ICF(P)( . n3) production nodes are 
Gruph(CF(G), w). Besides, we use the strategy presented to prevent 
from inquiring production nodes not coupled in P. Therefrom, 
results. 0 
contained in 
the algorithm 
the theorem 
6. Constructing the normal form for G E CCFG(1), 13 1 
The steps necessary for this construction equal the context-free case with regard 
to their content and their order. But their procedure is much more complex because 
they always have to respect he dependencies between different components of coupled 
nonterminals and/or coupled productions. 
To simplify the notation, long productions are represented as 
instead of (Xi,. . . ,X,.) t (q,. . . ,a,.). 
Let G = (X, T, P, S) E CCFG(1). We transform G by using the following steps: 
Step 1: Elimination of t E T in tli where Xi -+ ai E CF(P) and ]tli( > 1. 
Here, each such t E T is substituted by a new nonterminal ;ct E X[l] (xl is created 
once for any fixed t E T), while xf -+ t is added once to P. 
X := X U {xt 1t E T,xr @ comp(X>}; 
P:=Pu{~t--‘t(t~T,~~~comp(X)}; 
while exists X + c1, = d1)td2) I I where t E T and LY~‘)o$~) # E for some 
p :=(4i,..Y,Xi,...,&) + (tll,...,clj1’tcIj2’,...,clr) E P 
do 
Xl 
X-l 
P:=P\{p}U ( :I xi X+1 x, 
\ 
+ 
/ 
El ” 
4-l 
CpX,Ui 
(2) ); 
ai+l 
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Step 2: Reduction of (tli( where Xi + Cli E W(P). 
The idea is to produce several nonterminal components successively instead of simul- 
taneously. Hereby, we have to guarantee that each of the new intermediate steps pro- 
duces sequences of parentheses correctly nested. For example, we transform (XI ,X2,X3) 
---) (A1B,,B2NA2,A3) E P where (Al,A2,A3), (Bl,B2), N E X hold into the following 
sequence of productions: (Xl ,X2, X3 ) + (‘4;h,B24,4), (&$,A;) + (Al,NA2,A3), 
where (A’,,Ai,Ai) becomes a new element in X[3]. X -+ YtY2YsY4 E P for 
(Yr, Y2, Ys, Y,) E %[4] is transformed into X -+ AI&, (Al,A2) -+ (YtY2, YsY4), where 
(At ,A2) is a new element in X[2]. This special kind of a factorization generates the 
original sequence by always treating the innermost parenthesis first. The whole proce- 
dure is divided into four partial steps: 
The first partial step replaces all 6 E ED(X, T) produced by one partial production 
by a new element in X[l], which itself only produces 6. This is done analogously 
as it was done for t E T in Step 1. In addition, we shorten the productions whose 
left-hand side are in X[l]. 
The second partial step treats subsequences NYj resp. YjN, where N E X[l] and 
(Yr , . . , Y,) E X[r], 1 <j <r, hold inside partial productions. They are removed by 
substituting (Yt 7.. .) Yj_1, NYj, Yj+r 7.. .) Yr) resp. (Yr , . . . , Yj_1, YjN, Yj+t , . . , , Yr) in the 
complete production by a new (51,. . . , 4,) E X[r], which itself only generates the 
sequence substituted. For subsequences Yj Yj+t , the analogue is done by the third partial 
step. Here, the new element introduced in X is of rank (Y - 1). 
To be able to guarantee for the last partial step that the new nonterminal introduced 
there does not transgress the rank of the grammar, we perform the first three partial 
steps as long as there exists any partial production of length greater than two even if 
this is not the one actually shortened. This is expressed before the execution of the 
step itself by the condition 
(]cCi\ > 2 or 31 # i where ]a!] > 1). 
Subsequent to these three steps, there remain productions showing the normal form 
or showing partial productions of length greater than two where the structure is of a 
special kind, namely 
% = Alost(A)Blast(B) . . . Cht(C) Yj ul vl . . . wl T 
i.e., a sequence of final parenthesis components possibly followed by a single compo- 
nent of some arbitrary arity and finished by a sequence of first components. These 
partial productions are removed by substituting two parentheses at a time by one 
parenthesis of a higher rank which produces only these two parentheses. Here, the 
two parentheses have to belong to consecutive signs inside the partial production of 
length > 2. For example, (X),X2,X3,&) ---) (AI,B~,C~,C~B~A~) E P where (AI,&), 
(B1,82), (C,,C,) E G6[2] holds is transformed into the sequence (x1,&&,&) -+ 
(Al>D1,~2,~3A2), (&,02,03) -+ (Bl, Cl, C2B2) where (01, Dz, 03) becomes a new 
element in X[3]. 
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In the sequel, we often use the notion of the jth nonterminal occuring in rhs(p) for 
any p E P. This was defined as NT,-(rhs(p)) in Notation 1. To simplify the presenta- 
tion, we additionally denote by spi ((~1,. . . , tl,.), (/?I,. . . , aj)) (“substitute parenthesis i 
in (IX,,... , CI,) by (/?I,. . . , Bj)“) the operation which substitutes the ith nonterminal in 
(%I,. . ., b), a1 . . . a, E ED(X, T), by an arbitrary tuple (pi,. . . , pi) of the same arity 
as NTi(cq, . . . , a,.). Now, the complete second step is partitioned into 
(a) Removal of 6 E ED(X, T) inside partial productions and treatment of uncoupled 
productions 
(I) while exists xi --) cli = ai 6ai (‘) in U(P) where 6 E ED(X, T) and ]6( 22 
for some p := (XI,..., X7) + (al ,..., a,) E P and 
(IcCi] > 2 or 31 # i where (tll( > 1) 
do I* let 5 +! camp(X) *I 
x := x u {t}; /* 5 E X[l] */ 
(b) 
while exists X + a E P where X E 
do 
\ / 
/ i 
x [l] and ]tlJ > 
1‘ 
1, 
2, u 
,. , 
= U’U2 . . . UI,J 
if u = GI(~)c~(~) where LX(‘),C&~) E ED(X, T) 
then /* let Ni, NZ $Z camp(X) */ 
37 := A’- U {Nl,Nz}; 
P:=P\{p}U{X --) N, N2, Nl + cd’), N2 + d2)}; 
else /* let Ni , N2 $ camp(X) */ 
X := X u {(N,,N,)}; 
P := P\ {P} U {X + NlN2, (Nl,Nz) + (%u2,a3 . ..q.l>); 
fi; 
od; 
od; 
Removal of connected sequences YjN or NYj inside partial productions for some 
N E X[l] and (Yi, . . . , Y,) E .X[r] 
while exists xi + a. = a!‘)y.N~!~) or xi ---f a. = a~!‘)jVy.a!~) 
for (Yt:... , ir) ‘E $, N E X[l]‘and ’ 
, 2 in W(P)) 
p:=(& ,. . I ,A-,) + (al,. . .,cL,) E P 
where ([ail > 2 or 31 #i where lcl,l > 1) 
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q-1 
YjN >; I* or *I P I= P U c 
yj+l 
r, / ‘ \ 
/* let (Yt,..., Y,) = NT,(rhs(p)) and N = NTb(?%s 
P := P \ {p} u {(Xl ,... ,&1,xi,x;+1,...,&) 
q-1 
NYj >; 
yj+l 
od; 
--+ Spb(sp=(rhs(p),(51,... > t-r)),E)); 
(c) Removal of sequences YjYj+i inside partial productions for some (Yr , . . . , Y,) E X 
while exists Xi -t ai = aj’)YjYj+lCrj2) in CF({p}) for some (Yi,...,Y,) E X 
and p := (XI ,..., X,) + (al,..., ols) E P where (tail > 2 or 31 # i 
where Jall > 1) 
do /* let (I,..., 51-l G cow4m */ 
Gf := x u (((1 
P:=P\{p}U 
/* let (Y,,...,Y, 
L-1 
51 
L-l 
NT,( 
f 
-+ 
\ 
‘(P)) *J 
q-1 
YjYj+l 
q+2 
Yl 
Y, 
1‘ 
> 
1, 
P :=P U{(X,,...,Xj_1,Xi,Xi+l,...,Xs) 
+ sPcdrh4P), (tlj,. .3 [j-l, 5j36 tj+l, tj+2,. . .Y k-1 )I); 
od; 
Now, in any arbitrary p := (Xi,. . . ,X,) -+ (al,. . . , LX~) E P, there remain only those 
ai showing (CQ ( > 2 which additionally have the structure 
% = Alast(A)Btast(B) . . . ClUst(C) Yj u1 VI . . . WI 
where (AI,...,A~~~(A)),...,(UI~, . . . . Wlost(w)) E Xx. If Iczi( > 2 holds for some i, all 
the other Ej fulfilling IUjl = 2 show this structure. All the other partial productions 
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only generate one single symbol. Partial productions tli of this special structure can be 
removed by iterating the following: 
(d) Let ai, (ai( > 2, the partial production in p of the above structure where s := 
last(A) is minimal. Ui up to Wi in ai can be treated symmetrically. 
if C(i = A,YjUl . . . WI 
then 
/* let (Al ,. . .,A,) = NT,(rhs(p)) and (Yi,. . . , Yl) = NT~(rhs(p)) */ 
if exists a4. = EY)Y~-~A~ in CF({p}) for these nonterminals 
then I* t,,. . . , &_-2 $ camp(X) *I 
~:=~U{(~1,...,51+s-2)}; 
tj-2 
(j-1 
tj 
P:=PU -+ 
tj+L-3 
tj+s-2 
tj+s- 1 
Yl 
q-2 
Yj-lA1 
A2 
A-1 
A& 
r,il 
YI 1 b-2 I 
P:=P\{p} u {<~l,..~,x,) 
h ~pb(~pa(~~4P)~ (5 tj, 5j+l,. . .Y tj+s-3, tj+s-2, &I), 
~~1~~~~~~j-l~~j+s-2~~~~~51+~--2~~}~ 
else I* A1 and Yj-1 are in distinct q’s *I 
/* analogue procedure with (ri, . . . , 5,+s_ 1) */ 
fi; 
else I* Cli = AsBlast(~)$ *I 
I* identical procedure using B instead of Y and last(B) instead of 1 *I 
fi; 
Altogether, the new element (51,. . . , (rapt) does not transgress the rank of the gram- 
mar because all the transformations described above maintain lust(~) <r. For step (d), 
this is true since before performing it, the other steps ensure that all partial produc- 
tions involved and not showing the special structure only produce one single symbol. 
Therefore, all components of the nonterminals (Al,. . . , A,) and (Yi, . . . , Y,) substituted 
by this step are distributed on different mi’s except the ones substituted in connection. 
Therefore, 1 + s - 2 resp. 1 + s - 1 cannot be greater than r. In addition, the new 
productions (Xi,. . . ,X,) + (cti, . . . , ML) obey the conditions Icx([ = Iail - 1 and [$I < JNjJ 
for j # i, while the productions for (51,. . . , (rast(rj) are always in normal form. 
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Step 3: Removal of partial productions Xi * E in (Xi,. . . ,X,.) ---) (al,. . . , c(,) E P 
(a) To each (Xi, . . . ,X,) E X[r], we attach 2’ new elements in X each one encod- 
ing one fixed combination of partial productions producing E. Since there are only 2’ 
possibilities which combination of partial productions for (Xi,. . . ,X,) can simultane- 
ously generate E, we can define a one-to-one mapping between the new nonterminals 
and the combinations of positions producing E. If E is produced at i < r positions, 
the corresponding new nonterminal is of the arity (r - i). Only the nonterminal for 
(Xi,. . .,X,.) + (E,. . . , E) gets the arity 1 instead of 0. 
For any (Xi,. . . Jr) -+ (~1,. . . , LX,) E P, we generate all variants resulting if we 
substitute one or several nonterminals in (ai ,. . .,a,) by the new nonterminals just 
attached. Hereby, we substitute those components by E which represent E in the onto- 
to-one image. If we investigate the case of a complete E-production, all but the first 
component are substituted by E. The new P consists in the old P united with all these 
variants. 
(b) while exists p = (XI,. . . ,X,) -+ (a,, . . . ,a,.) E P where 
31<ji < j2 <... < j,<r: Nj, =...=olj$=& 
do ‘* let qx, ).._, x,) 
E(jly-‘js) the new nonterminal attached to (Xi,. . .,X,) whose 
one-to-one image produces E exactly in the components ji < j2 -C , . . < j, 4 
if s = r and (Ncx ,,.._, x,) 
E(Lr) ---t E) $ p 
then 
for all (YI,..., YI)+(Yl,...,yl)EP 
do 
fork:=1 tos 
do 
P := P \ {p} u {I$?;:;;;~] 4 E}; 
else 
X := X u {S’}; P := P u {S’ + a 1 s + L7 E P} u {S -+ E}; 
substitute S by S’ in the right-hand side of all partial productions; 
fi; 
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(c) Reduce G by removing all elements from X which produce nothing and, at 
the same time, all the p E P showing one of these elements in rhs(p). Additionally, 
remove all productions N$‘;;~~‘) + F for (Xi , . . . ,X,) E X since they are unreachable 
now. 
Step 4: Removal of all pure renaming productions 
for ali (XI )...) x,) E 2” 
do 
w4 3.. f ,-&)I := {(Yl,*..,Y,) E .X[rl I (xl~~~~~X,) SG (yl~~~~~Yr)} 
od; 
p := P \ {(Xl ,... $6) + (Yl, . . . . Y,) I GYl,...&),(Yl,..., u,) E o-1); 
for all (Xl ,...,X,) E x 
do 
while U[(Xl,...,X,)] # 0 
do /* let (Yi ,..., Y,) E U[(Xi,. ..,X,.)] fixed */ 
P:=PU{(X1,..., Xr)+(cq ,...) &)j(Yl)...) Y,)+(cq ,...) GI,)gP}; 
WWl ,...,&)I := ~~~~l,...,x,~I\{~~l,...,Y,~}; 
od; 
od; 
Resulting from these steps, we get 
Theorem 5. For all G = (,X, T, P, S) E CCFG(I), 12 1, there exists G’ E CCFG(1) 
in generalized Chomsky normal form fulfilling L(G) = L(G’). G’ can be determined 
in time O(mc .4’ . (Xl . IPI) increasing (PJ to O(mc . 4’ . (Xx( . IPI) where rnc := 
max{lai . . . . . arl I (Xl,. . .,X,) --f (121,. . .,clr) E P}. 
Proof. The existence of G’ directly follows from the construction above. Step 1 costs 
O((PI . mG) operations increasing the sets X and P at most by ITI elements each. 
Step 2 also costs O(lPI . mG> operations if it is implemented such that each production 
is shortened completely before going on to the next one. Here, IX] and IP( can grow 
up to O(jPj . mc). For step 3, we have mo <2Z. Therefore, it cannot produce more 
than O(4’. IPI) new productions and O(2’. 1X1) new elements in X. Its complexity is 
proportional to the number of productions generated. This is true for the last step, too, 
but it can generate O(]X] . IPI) new productions. Altogether, the grammar constructed 
here can be of the size O(mo .4’. (Xl . [PI). 0 
7. More efficient subclasses 
In order to describe subclasses of CCFG which can be analysed faster, we reduce 
the set of production nodes in Graph(CF(G), w) in two different ways. Then, the 
algorithm can be estimated more restrictively. The first idea is to start with the notion 
of context-free direct ambiguity. 
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Definition 9 (Context-free direct ambiguity). Let G = (N, T, P, S) a context-free gram- 
mar, p : X -+ Xl . . .xk E P, and w E T*. da(w, p, G), the degree of direct ambiguity of 
w relative to p in G, is defined as the number of distinct decompositions w(l), . . . , wck) 
of w, i.e. w = w(l). . .wck), where Xi &-o w(j) holds. da(G), the degree of direct 
ambiguity of G, is defined as the minimal k fulfilling 
Vp E PVw E T* : da(w,p,G)<k, 
if such a k exists. Otherwise, da(G) := 00. 2 
In [7], this notion was transferred onto CCFG as 
Definition 10 (Direct ambiguity in CCFG). Let G E CCFG. da(G), the degree of 
direct ambiguity of G, is defined as da(G) := da(CF(G)). 
We only look at the case da(G) = 1 because ven in the context-free case it is open 
whether there exist languages whose degree of direct ambiguity in the sense of [23] is 
neither 1 nor cc. 
Let G = (X, T, P, S) E CCFG in generalized Chomsky normal form fulfilling 
da(G) = 1 and let p := X -+ AB E CF(P) fixed. If [X,&j] is a node in 
Graph(CF(G),w), it follows from the definition of direct ambiguity that there ex- 
ists only one k in between 0 and j for which there exists a node [p, i, k,j]. This equals 
the fact that Graph(CF(G),w) contains O(ICF(P)l . 1~1~) nodes. It follows 
Theorem 6. Let G = (Xx, T, P, S) E CCFG(l), 1 > 1, in generalized Chomsky normal 
form fuljlling da(G) = 1 and w E T*, n := (WI. The procedure generalized- Younger 
analyses w relative to G in time 0( ICF(P)I . n3 + lP( . n21). 
The second notion used to reduce the set of production odes in the derivation graph 
characterizes CCFG’s where each element of P has at most i components producing 
two elements of camp(X) while all the others are only of length 1. It can be formalized 
as 
Definition 11 (i-limited). G = (37, T, P, S) E CCFG(l), 12 1, in generalized Chomsky 
normal form is i-limited for some 1 <i < 1, if and only if for all (Xl,. . .,X,) -+ 
(w,..., a,) E P, it holds 
]{jl]aj] = 2,1 <j<r}] <i. 
Theorem 7. Let G = (X, T, P, S) E CCFG(l), l> 1, i-limited for an i 2 1. The gener- 
alized Younger algorithm solves the word problem for any w E T*, n := (WI, relative 
to G in time 0 (IPI . TZ~~+~). 
* In [23], this notion was defined first and only for p : S 4 Xl ..& E P and w E L(G). Thus, our da(G) 
can be larger than da(G) in the sense of [23]. If we denote by dash(G) the [23]-ve.rsion of the above 
notion, we can state da(G) = max{&~~(N, T, P,X) ) X E N). 
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Proof. Each tuple of production nodes inquired contains only nodes [pi, s, k, t] where 
16 j < r for a fixed and r-at-y p E P. Because of the definition of i-limited, at most i of 
them fulfill k # 0. Thus, for any r-ary production, this tuple has at most 3i + 2(r - i) = 
2r + i variable indices, which range from 0 to n. 0 
The notion i-limited is especially important because in [18], the following theorem 
is shown by a construction increasing the grammar size at most by the factor 1: 
Theorem 8. For any G E CCFG(I), I >2, there exists a 24mited G’ E CCFG(1) in 
generalized Chomsky normal form fu&lling L(G) = L( G’). 
Corollary 1. Let G = (Xx, T, P, S) E CCFG(I), 12 2, in generalized Chomsky normal 
form. The procedure generalized-Younger solves the word problem for any w E T*, 
n := Jw(, relative to G in time 0 (IPI . n21+2). 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper, we generalized the normal form of Chomsky for context-free grammars 
and the algorithm of Younger onto the class of all Coupled-Context-Free Grammars. 
This results in the first algorithm solving the problem of analysing such grammars of 
arbitrary rank. The time complexity of our algorithm amounts to O(ICF(P)I . n3 + (P( . 
n3’), where n denotes the length of the input word and I the rank of the grammar. It 
is of special importance that for any rank, the time complexity depends only linearly 
on the size of the grammar. In contrast o our algorithm, all known parsing procedures 
for TAGS (i.e., [10,22,25]) and Coupled-Context-Free Grammars of rank 2 (i.e., [7]), 
respectively, depend at least quadratically on the size of the grammar as to their time 
complexity. 
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